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Education
1986

in the papers collected in education assumptions versus history dr thomas sowell takes a hard
look at the state of education in our schools and universities his imperative is to test the
assumptions underlying contemporary educational policies and innovations against the historical
and contemporary evidence

Hoover's War on Gays
2015-09-18

at the fbi the sex deviates program covered a lot of ground literally at its peak j edgar hoover
s notorious sex deviates file encompassed nearly 99 cubic feet or more than 330 000 pages of
information in 1977 1978 these files were destroyed and it would seem that four decades of the
fbi s dirty secrets went up in smoke but in a remarkable feat of investigative research synthesis
and scholarly detective work douglas m charles manages to fill in the yawning blanks in the
bureau s history of systematic some would say obsessive interest in the lives of gay and lesbian
americans in the twentieth century his book hoover s war on gays is the first to fully expose the
extraordinary invasion of us citizens privacy perpetrated on a historic scale by an institution
tasked with protecting american life for much of the twentieth century when exposure might mean
nothing short of ruin gay american men and women had much to fear from law enforcement of every
kind but none so much as the fbi with its inexhaustible federal resources connections and its
carefully crafted reputation for ethical by the book operations what hoover s war on gays reveals
rather is the fbi s distinctly unethical off the books long term targeting of gay men and women
and their organizations under cover of official rationale such as suspicion of criminal activity
or vulnerability to blackmail and influence the book offers a wide scale view of this policy and
practice from a notorious child kidnapping and murder of the 1930s ostensibly by a sexual
predator with homosexual tendencies educating the public about the threat of deviates through
wwii s security concerns about homosexuals who might be compromised by the enemy to the cold war
s lavender scare when any and all gays working for the us government shared the fate of suspected
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communist sympathizers charles s work also details paradoxical ways in which these incursions
conjured counterefforts like the mattachine society one inc and the daughters of bilitis aimed at
protecting and serving the interests of postwar gay culture with its painstaking recovery of a
dark chapter in american history and its new insights into seemingly familiar episodes of that
story involving noted journalists politicians and celebrities this thorough and deeply engaging
book reveals the perils of authority run amok and stands as a reminder of damage done in the name
of decency

Discrimination and Disparities
2019-03-05

an enlarged edition of thomas sowell s brilliant examination of the origins of economic
disparities economic and other outcomes differ vastly among individuals groups and nations many
explanations have been offered for the differences some believe that those with less fortunate
outcomes are victims of genetics others believe that those who are less fortunate are victims of
the more fortunate discrimination and disparities gathers a wide array of empirical evidence to
challenge the idea that different economic outcomes can be explained by any one factor be it
discrimination exploitation or genetics this revised and enlarged edition also analyzes the human
consequences of the prevailing social vision of these disparities and the policies based on that
vision from educational disasters to widespread crime and violence

Redressing Historical Injustice
2023-03-28

this book offers an alternative to perspectives of distributive justice which fail to resolve
economic inequality and exacerbate social problems by ignoring the real causes of inequality the
main impact of the book is to highlight the importance of self ownership and private property
showing how market participation advances liberty and prosperity the idea that we should pay
reparations to disadvantaged racial groups as compensation for historical injustice is deeply
contested the debates often focus on the practical implications of paying reparations but
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overlook more fundamental questions about the meaning of justice what is justice what are the
implications of wealth redistribution for individual liberty and the rule of law this book
answers these questions through an analysis of classical liberal perspectives in law philosophy
and economics the book questions whether economic inequality stems from historical injustice and
explores the wider implications of attempting to create equal outcomes through legislative
mandates the book argues that free markets resting on libertarian rights are the best way to help
disadvantaged members of society and to create the conditions more likely to advance economic
equality the book will be of interest to researchers and students of economics law politics and
philosophy

BNA's Employment Discrimination Report
2005

the crisis founded by w e b du bois as the official publication of the naacp is a journal of
civil rights history politics and culture and seeks to educate and challenge its readers about
issues that continue to plague african americans and other communities of color for nearly 100
years the crisis has been the magazine of opinion and thought leaders decision makers peacemakers
and justice seekers it has chronicled informed educated entertained and in many instances set the
economic political and social agenda for our nation and its multi ethnic citizens

The Crisis
1932-11

a pulitzer prize winner s up close account of how a white president and a black minister
ultimately came together to pass the civil rights act of 1964 they were the unlikeliest of
partners a white texan politician and an african american minister who led a revolution but
together president lyndon johnson and the reverend martin luther king jr managed to achieve a
common goal in judgment days pulitzer prize winning journalist nick kotz provides a behind the
scenes look at the complicated working relationship that yielded the civil rights act of 1964 and
the voting rights act of 1965 some of the most substantial civil rights legislation in american
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history drawing on previously unavailable sources including telephone conversations fbi wiretaps
and communications between johnson and fbi director j edgar hoover kotz examines the events that
brought the two influential men together and the forces that ultimately drove them apart a finely
honed portrait of the civil rights partnership president johnson and rev martin luther king jr
forged a fresh and vivid account thewashington post book world

Judgment Days
2005-01-12

how fbi surveillance influenced african american writing few institutions seem more opposed than
african american literature and j edgar hoover s white bread federal bureau of investigation but
behind the scenes the fbi s hostility to black protest was energized by fear of and respect for
black writing drawing on nearly 14 000 pages of newly released fbi files f b eyes exposes the
bureau s intimate policing of five decades of african american poems plays essays and novels
starting in 1919 year one of harlem s renaissance and hoover s career at the bureau secretive fbi
ghostreaders monitored the latest developments in african american letters by the time of hoover
s death in 1972 these ghostreaders knew enough to simulate a sinister black literature of their
own the official aim behind the bureau s close reading was to anticipate political unrest yet as
william j maxwell reveals fbi surveillance came to influence the creation and public reception of
african american literature in the heart of the twentieth century taking his title from richard
wright s poem the fb eye blues maxwell details how the fbi threatened the international travels
of african american writers and prepared to jail dozens of them in times of national emergency
all the same he shows that the bureau s paranoid style could prompt insightful criticism from
hoover s ghostreaders and creative replies from their literary targets for authors such as claude
mckay james baldwin and sonia sanchez the suspicion that government spy critics tracked their
every word inspired rewarding stylistic experiments as well as disabling self censorship
illuminating both the serious harms of state surveillance and the ways in which imaginative
writing can withstand and exploit it f b eyes is a groundbreaking account of a long hidden
dimension of african american literature
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F.B. Eyes
2016-12-06

in this non biased politically neutral compendium the authors trace the evolution of the u s
government s role in the economy including the history ideas key players and court rulings that
influenced its involvement today s economic environment is in constant flux as is the
participation of governments in it local state national and global governmental agencies have
taken on new responsibilities with both positive and negative economic consequences this book
looks at the changing role of american government in the economy from determining the
measurements of economic health to being mindful of corporate sustainability to legislating
business practices and consumer affairs this comprehensive collection of essays draws from the
contributions of 25 economic scholars along with seasoned educators david a dieterle and kathleen
c simmons to examine economic systems and the factors that influence them the work includes
summaries of important supreme court cases that have impacted america s economic infrastructure
biographies of famous economists and descriptions of the seven key economic systems command
socialism democratic socialism fascism market capitalism state capitalism transitional and
welfare state

Government and the Economy
2014-10-14

how the conflict between federal and state power has shaped american history american governance
is burdened by a paradox on the one hand americans don t want big government meddling in their
lives on the other hand they have repeatedly enlisted governmental help to impose their views
regarding marriage abortion religion and schooling on their neighbors these contradictory stances
on the role of public power have paralyzed policymaking and generated rancorous disputes about
government s legitimate scope how did we reach this political impasse historian gary gerstle
looking at two hundred years of u s history argues that the roots of the current crisis lie in
two contrasting theories of power that the framers inscribed in the constitution one theory
shaped the federal government setting limits on its power in order to protect personal liberty
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another theory molded the states authorizing them to go to extraordinary lengths even to the
point of violating individual rights to advance the good and welfare of the commonwealth the
framers believed these theories could coexist comfortably but conflict between the two has
largely defined american history gerstle shows how national political leaders improvised
brilliantly to stretch the power of the federal government beyond where it was meant to go but at
the cost of giving private interests and state governments too much sway over public policy the
states could be innovative too more impressive was their staying power only in the 1960s did the
federal government impelled by the cold war and civil rights movement definitively assert its
primacy but as the power of the central state expanded its constitutional authority did not keep
pace conservatives rebelled making the battle over government s proper dominion the defining
issue of our time from the revolution to the tea party and the bill of rights to the national
security state liberty and coercion is a revelatory account of the making and unmaking of
government in america

Liberty and Coercion
2017-09-27

this book examines the traditional assumptions made by academics and professionals alike that
have embedded sociopolitical biases that impede practice and undermine efforts to achieve an
objective scientific status if allowed to go unchallenged the credibility of psychology as a
discipline is compromised this contributed volume thoroughly and comprehensively examines this
concern in a conceptually and empirically rigorous manner and offers constructive solutions for
minimizing undue political influences within the field of psychology societies in the 21st
century desperately need reliable psychological science but we don t have it this important
volume explains one of the main reasons why we are making little progress on any issue that gets
contaminated by the left right culture war because the field of psychology is an enthusiastic
member of one of the two teams so it rejects findings and researchers who question its
ideological commitments the authors of this engaging volume also show us the way out they
diagnose the social dynamics of bias and point to reforms that would give us the psychology that
we need to address 21st century problems jonathan haidt thomas cooley professor of ethical
leadership nyu stern school of business and author of the righteous mind the boundaries of free
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speech censorship moral cultures social justice and ideological biases are among the many
incendiary topics discussed in this book if you are looking for a deep dive into real world
contemporary controversies ideological and political bias in psychology fits the bill the
chapters are thoughtful and thought provoking most readers will find something to agree with and
something to rage at in almost every chapter it just may change how you think about some of these
topics diane f halpern professor of psychology emerita claremont mckenna college and past
president american psychological association unless the political left is always correct about
everything in which case we wouldn t need to do research we could just ask a leftist the growing
political monoculture of social science is a major barrier to our search for the truth this
volume shows how ideological bias should be treated as a source of research error up there with
classic methodological flaws like non random assignment and non blind measurement steven pinker
johnstone professor of psychology harvard university and the author of rationality an important
read for academics curious about how their politics fashions beliefs that too often are
uncritically taken for granted and for non academics wondering why we can t shake off the
politics that so influences scientific work vernon smith nobel laureate in economic sciences and
george l argyros chair in finance and economics chapman university advances and deepens
empirically rigorous scholarship into biased political influences affecting academic and
professional psychology offers constructive solutions for minimizing undue political influences
within psychology and moving the field forward serves as a resource for psychological
academicians researchers practitioners and consultants seeking to restore the principles of
accurate science and effective practice to their respective areas of research

Ideological and Political Bias in Psychology
2023-09-13

why is it that so many efforts by liberals to lift the black underclass not only fail but often
harm the intended beneficiaries in please stop helping us jason l riley examines how well
intentioned welfare programs are in fact holding black americans back minimum wage laws may lift
earnings for people who are already employed but they price a disproportionate number of blacks
out of the labor force affirmative action in higher education is intended to address past
discrimination but the result is fewer black college graduates than would otherwise exist and so
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it goes with everything from soft on crime laws which make black neighborhoods more dangerous to
policies that limit school choice out of a mistaken belief that charter schools and voucher
programs harm the traditional public schools that most low income students attend in theory these
efforts are intended to help the poor and poor minorities in particular in practice they become
massive barriers to moving forward please stop helping us lays bare these counterproductive
results people of goodwill want to see more black socioeconomic advancement but in too many
instances the current methods and approaches aren t working acknowledging this is an important
first step

Price Discrimination
1956

getting to zero takes on the much debated goal of nuclear zero exploring the serious policy
questions raised by nuclear disarmament and suggesting practical steps for the nuclear weapon
states to take to achieve it it documents the successes and failures of six decades of attempts
to control nuclear weapons proliferation and within this context asks the urgent questions that
world leaders politicians ngos and scholars must address in the years ahead

Please Stop Helping Us
2016-01-05

the law of sexual harassment is constantly evolving and the number of sexual harassment claims is
dramatically on the rise sexual harassment in the workplace fourth edition is a comprehensive
guide that provides all the information you need to successfully litigate a sexual harassment
claim sexual harassment in the workplace guides you through the relevant administrative and legal
proceedings from client interviews to attorney s fees it discusses state and federal remedies
available to maximize recovery including the development and elements of the claim sample
pleadings discovery documents reviews of actual cases special attention is given to important
topics such as suits by alleged harassers insurance indemnification class actions and many others
sexual harassment in the workplace brings you up to date on the latest case law developments
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including the following a new checklist of items to cover when representing an employer the u s
supreme court confirmed that retaliation is actionable under title ix where a girls high school
basketball coach claimed that he suffered retaliation for complaining about sexual discrimination
in the athletic program of the school even though he himself was not the direct victim jackson v
birmingham board of education 544 u s 167 2005 in order to increase opportunities for mediation
the eeoc expanded the charges eligible for mediation and now mediation is available at the
conciliation stage after a finding of discrimination has been issued in appropriate cases the u s
supreme court has held that under the federal arbitration act where parties to an arbitration
agreement include a provision that delegates to the arbitrator the threshold question of
enforceability of the arbitration agreement if a party specifically challenges the enforceability
of the entire agreement the arbitrator would consider the challenge if however the party only
challenges the enforceability of the arbitration provision the challenge must be heard by a court
rent a center west inc v jackson 130 s ct 2772 2010 the lack of timeliness in filing a
discrimination action is an affirmative defense and the burden of proof is on the employer salas
v wisconsin department of corrections 493 f 3d 913 922 7th cir 2007 a federal employee s
premature filing of a sexual harassment employment discrimination and retaliation complaint did
not constitute a failure to exhaust administrative remedies so as to deprive the district court
of subject matter jurisdiction brown v snow 440 f 3d 1259 11th cir 2006 a majority of states
impose a shorter period for filing with their agencies though so the filing deadline is not
always extended when a state has its own agency the andquot single filing ruleandquot under which
a party who has not filed an eeoc charge or received a right to sue notice may andquot
piggybackandquot his or her judicial action on the claim of a party who has satisfied those
prerequisites has been described as a andquot carefully limited exceptionandquot to title vii s
procedural requirements price v choctaw glove and safety co 459 f 3d 595 5th cir 2006 provided
that an act contributing to the claim occurs within the filing period the court may consider the
entire period of the hostile environment for purposes of determining liability jordan v city of
cleveland 464 f 3d 584 6th cir 2006 the supreme court has held that a plaintiff s timely filing
of an eeoc intake questionnaire which was followed by an affidavit stating andquot please force
federal express to end their age discrimination andquot constituted a charge cautioning however
that its permissiv
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Price Discrimination, the Robinson-Patman Act, and Related
Matters
1956

containing cases decided by the supreme court of pennsylvania varies

The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--1974: To eliminate
employment discrimination
1974

this comprehensive and authoratative four volume work surveys the history and philosophy of crime
punishment and criminal justice institutions in america from colonial times to the present

Getting to Zero
2011-03-02

racial tension divides american society racial equality remains a distant goal although the
potion of black americans has improved in recent years the widespread enthusiasm for the civil
rights movement has waned why has progress slowed what makes racial problems in america so
difficult to solve a principal cause according to the anatomy of racial attitudes is the way in
which white americans explain or account for the social conditions in which most black americans
find themselves a substantial proportion of whites believe that stereotypes that black americans
are relatively less well off because blacks do not try hard enough to better themselves or
because of the difference due to genertics or to god s plan whites who hold such views have
relatively little sympathy for programs designed to improve the social conditions in contrast
whites who believe that black americans are kept back either by deliberate discrimination or by
the accumulated social results of past discrimination are much more receptive to policies
designed to help blacks using qualitative and quantitive data this book explores the variety and
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extent of these explanations for social differences it also describes how each explanation or
combination of explanations influences a person s views on policies designed to bring about
greater racial equality this study promises to influence not only the course of future academic
research on race relations but also the formulation of public policy to deal with racial problems
it reveals that the resistance of many whites to policies favorable to racial equality are not
isolated phenomenon but instead is part of a comprehensive view of how society works if strides
toward racial equality are to be made in the foreseeable future the insights provided here must
be considered seriously by policy makers and be incorporated into their strategies this title is
part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s
mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact
drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship
accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in
1983

Congressional Record
1965

race labor and violence in the delta examines the history of labor relations and racial conflict
in the mississippi valley from the civil war into the late twentieth century this essay
collection grew out of a conference marking the hundredth anniversary of one of the nation s
deadliest labor conflicts the 1919 elaine massacre during which white mobs ruthlessly slaughtered
over two hundred african americans across phillips county arkansas in response to a meeting of
unionized black sharecroppers the essays here demonstrate that the brutality that unfolded in
phillips county was characteristic of the culture of race and labor based violence that prevailed
in the century after the civil war they detail how delta landowners began seeking cheap labor as
soon as the slave system ended securing a workforce by inflicting racial terror eroding the
reconstruction amendments in the courts and obstructing federal financial relief efforts the
result was a system of peonage that continued to exploit blacks and poor whites for their labor
sometimes fatally in response laborers devised their own methods for sustaining themselves and
their communities forming unions calling strikes relocating and occasionally operating outside
the law by shedding light on the broader context of the elaine massacre race labor and violence
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in the delta reveals that the fight against white supremacy in the delta was necessarily a fight
for better working conditions fair labor practices and economic justice

Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: Sexuality, social relations,
and the workplace
2010-01-01

the concept of space has always been a fundamental element in various branches of knowledge the
concept often appears in the evolution of knowledge either as a basis of theory or as a factor in
research it is associated more or less directly with all the history of scientific thought at the
level of simple common sense the importance of the concept of space is only equaled by its lack
of precision it was part of legend before becoming part of history to indicate the founding of
rome romulus started by drawing the boundaries locating its landmarks in a discontinuous space
after having cut the limits of a continuous space however neither geographical explorations nor
mathematico logical speculations have ever completely removed the mystery from the concept of
space for all its simple common sense its mystique remains intact the privileged position
occupied by the concept of space in the history of science and the vagueness of its meaning in
the current use of the term far from constituting a paradox are mutually explanatory every
concept of space is necessarily the result of an abstraction whether the process by which it is
reached is through mathematics psychology biology or any other discipline at the level of common
knowledge the space time concept is the base upon which are arranged individual experiences it is
thus easy to understand how the concept of space can be understood only through an orderly
arrangement of these experiences and their integration into a logical scheme

A Digest of Railway Decisions
1896

did bilateral and regional bargaining choke off international commerce and finance in the 1930s
and prolong the great depression is the open world economic system now being placed at risk by
explicitly discriminatory practices that erode respect for the gatt the imf and the ibrd most
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political economists would answer in the affirmative warning that bilateral and regional
preferences are at best inefficient and at worst catastrophic by contrast kenneth oye shows how
economic discrimination can foster international economic openness by facilitating political
exchange

Pennsylvania State Reports Containing Cases Decided by the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
1893

with over 750 entries the encyclopedia of united states national security is the first single
concise reference source to provide accurate and informative answers to the many challenging
questions of how why when and where national security has evolved in addition to presenting
historical facts and analyses this two volume encyclopedia is designed to provide a comprehensive
introduction to some of the more complicated and abstract questions concerning world politics and
national security a thoroughly interdisciplinary work this encyclopedia views national security
from historical economic political and technological perspectives

Pennsylvania State Reports
1893

the sage handbook of prejudice stereotyping and discrimination provides comprehensive coverage on
the state of research critical analysis and promising avenues for further study on prejudice
stereotyping and discrimination each chapter presents in depth reviews of specific topics
describing the current state of knowledge and identifying the most productive new directions for
future research representing both traditional and emerging perspectives this multi disiplinary
and truly international volume will serve as a seminal resource for students and scholars
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The Social History of Crime and Punishment in America: A-De
2012-08-10

what makes a good american president the answers to this question have been sought by a variety
of means since the very beginning of the presidency some contend that a foreign policy makes one
superior to another while others contend that certain personal qualities make a man best here
america s presidents are rated using a system that evaluates their effectiveness in some of the
most critical aspects of the office foreign relations domestic programs administration and
intergovernmental relations leadership and decision making and personal qualities each president
is scored in his fulfillment of each aspect of the office and analysis is provided for all the
scores the presidents are then ranked overall the most overrated and underrated commanders in
chief are also examined the presidents are then analyzed individually in chronological order and
each entry includes biographical and political information as well as analysis of personal
qualities a bibliography and index are included

The Anatomy of Racial Attitudes
2023-04-28

a nation of veterans examines how the united states created the world s most generous system of
veterans benefits though we often see former service members as an especially deserving group the
book shows that veterans had to wage a fierce political battle to obtain and then defend their
advantages against criticism from liberals and conservatives alike they succeeded in securing
their privileged status in public policy only by rallying behind powerful interest groups
including the veterans of foreign wars the disabled american veterans and the american legion in
the process veterans formed one of the most powerful movements of the early and mid twentieth
century though one that we still know comparatively little about in examining how the veterans
movement inscribed martial citizenship onto american law politics and culture a nation of
veterans offers a new history of the u s welfare state that highlights its longstanding
connection with warfare it shows how a predominantly white and male group such as military
veterans was at the center of social policy debates in the interwar and postwar period and how
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women and veterans of color were often discriminated against or denied access to their benefits
it moves beyond the traditional focus on the 1944 g i bill to examine other important benefits
like pensions civil service preference and hospitals the book also examines multiple generations
of veterans by shedding light on how former service members from both world wars as well as korea
and the cold war interacted with each other this more complete picture of veterans politics helps
us understand the deep roots of the military welfare state in the united states today

Discrimination in Employment (oversight).
1973

pincus assesses the nature and scope of reverse discrimination in the united states today
exploring what effect affirmative action actually has on white men

Discrimination in Employment (Oversight)
1973

a full text reporter of decisions rendered by federal and state courts throughout the united
states on federal and state employment practices problems

Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board
1985-02

Race, Labor, and Violence in the Delta
2022-05-30
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History of Spatial Economic Theory
2012-12-06

Economic Discrimination and Political Exchange
2021-03-09

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House Committee on Education
and Labor
1970

Case for Discrimination, The
2005-12-21

Encyclopedia of United States National Security
1977

Cumulative Index of Congressional Committee Hearings (not
Confidential in Character).
2010-07-12
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The SAGE Handbook of Prejudice, Stereotyping and Discrimination
2005-12-06

The American Presidents Ranked by Performance
2006

Americans with Disabilities Cases
1970

Equal Employment Opportunity Enforcement Procedures
2022-09-20

A Nation of Veterans
2003

Reverse Discrimination
1992
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